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Abstract
With the use of cloud infrastructure and its protocol set of
IOT, resources have the capability to provide benefits to robots
and automation system. The operation of robots and
automation systems are considered to be relying on data
through network to support. This survey is organized around
four potential benefits: 1) Big Data: access information of
images, trajectories and descriptive data; 2) Cloud
Computing: demand for statistical analysis, learning and
motion planning is done through parallel grinding; 3)
collective robot learning: robot sharing trajectories, control
policies and outcomes; 4) Human computation: It is use to tap
human skills for analyzing images and video, classification,
learning, error recovery by using crowd sourcing. We can also
improve robot and automation system using cloud by
providing access to a) Datasheets, publication, models,
benchmark and simulation tools b) open competition for
design and system and c) open source software.

The best exemplifies the idea of cloud is Google selfdriving car. It contains the information such as maps,
images and street views, crowd sourcing collected from
satellite for accurate localization. Another idea
exemplified is the Kiva system pallets robots which are
used in warehouses logistics. Robots are connected
wirelessly to control server coordinate routing and share
updates on detected environment. James Kuffner defined
term ‘Cloud Robotics’ with potential benefits in
2010[98].The article in IEEE Spectrum follow quickly[70]
and Steve Cousins summarize the concept ‘No Robot in an
Island’ in next section.

Keywords: Internet of Things, Robots and Automation
System, Cloud Computing, RoboEarth.

I. Introduction
In Fig.1, broad range of robots and automation system are
enhanced by cloud computing. The cloud is defined as “a
enable ubiquitous, convenient, on demand network access
to shared pool of configurable resources that can be
rapidly provision and released with minimum
management effort or service provider interaction” by
NIST
(National
institute
of
Standard
and
Technology)[115].Google docs who offered online word
processing are example of cloud. One can send Microsoft
word document over internet but document and software
reside locally in Google Docs. With the help of remote
server farm, shared data and memory data and code are
stored on cloud. Using that one can be free from tension in
maintenance, outages, software or software updates. The
economies of scale and sharing of data between applicants
and user are also provided by cloud [122].
It is broadly defined as data or code from network which
is used by robot and automation system to support in
operation i.e. where not all measures are integrated on
standalone mode. It include many existing system that are
involved network teleoperation such as UAVs
[100],[116]or warehouse robots[44],[96] and advanced
assembly lines, processing plants, home automation and
human perform computation system[132],[155]. Because
of latency of network, variable quality of service
downtown, local processing for low latency responses and
periods where network access is unavailable is included by
cloud robot and automation system.
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Fig.1. The use of Wireless networking, Big data, Cloud
Computing, statistical machine learning, open source,
cloud has potential to generate new robots and automation
system to improve performance in wide variety of
application such as warehouse logistics, caregiving,
package delivery, housekeeping and surgery.
The survey organized around four potential benefits are as
follows:1)Big Data: access information of images,
trajectories and descriptive data; 2) Cloud Computing:
demand for statistical analysis, learning and motion
planning is done through parallel grinding; 3) Collective
robot learning: robot sharing trajectories, control policies
and outcomes; 4) Human computation: It is use to tap
human skills for analyzing images and video,
classification, learning, error recovery by using crowd
sourcing.

II. HISTORY IN BRIEF
Before 30 years, the value of network to connect machines
in manufacturing was recognized. General Motors
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introduces manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP)
developed in 1980[80].WWW popularized the HTTP over
IP protocol in 1990, a diverse set of incompatible
proprietary protocols by vendors [121].
A series of web interfaces to robots and devices for
exploration of issues such as user interface and robustness
was developed by researchers in late 1990[64], [65] that
initiated another sub-domain field named ‘Network
Robotics [66], [112]. In 1994 the first industrial robot
connected to the web using graphical user interface that
can operate by any visitor by inter browser [63]. Work by
inabaet.al on “Remote Brained Robots” described
advantages of remote computing in robot control which
happens in 1997[79]. The establishment of technical
committee on network robots by IEEE robotics and
automation society that organized large number of
workshops in May 2001[10].The chapters on robotics such
as network tele-robots and network robots detailed in
Springer Handbook [99],[143].

1) Mechanization of production using water and steam
power. 2) Mass production using electric power and 3) to
automate production use of electronics in industrial
revolution [11]. GE (General Electric) describes new
efforts where equipment’s such as wind turbines, MRI
connect over network to share information and data to
help industries like energy transportation and healthcare
[55], [93].GE describes this term as a ‘Industrial Internet’
introduced in 2012. The example of industrial internet is
optimizing of fuel consumption under any myriad
condition [59]. For optimization of fuel consumption in
aircraft engines GE uses sensor readings under myriad
condition. The big data and cloud computing is used in
many industries [25], [113] and being used for
optimization of water usage for irrigation [52].

III. BIG DATA IN CLOUD
The vast amount of resources of data which are not
possible to maintain in onboard of the robot and
automation of the system provided by cloud. The data
which extends the processing capacity of conventional
systems is called big data. Big data includes images video
maps, real time network and financial transactions [102]
and vast network sensors [159]. A summary made by U.S
National Academy of Engineering that research
opportunities and challenges are created by big data [41].
Sampling algorithm is their example. They can provide
reasonable approximation to queries to keep running time
manageable on data sheet but dirty data is affected those
approximations [38], [58], and other challenges are
summarized in [29] and [165]. Hunter et al. [77] presents
mobile millennium for cloud based transition which uses
mobile GPS for gathering information and process it for
distribution. It also collect and share data about noise level
and air quality (See Fig. 3).

Fig.2. The RoboEarth architecture design for the purpose
of robots for sharing data and learn from each other
[22][156].
The RoboEarth project which explains “information is
shared and learned by robots from each other through
giant network and database, in WWW of robots”
announced in 2009 [22], [156] as illustrated in Fig. 2 .The
RoboEarth team developed system architecture for service
of robotics [30], [53] developing cloud network [74], [87]
and computing for the purpose of generation of 3D
environment models and speech and face recognition
under European Union Grant [148].
The broader term ‘Cloud Robotics’ which is introduced by
James Kuffner in 2010, supplanted earlier terminologies
and has been adopted term by many researchers. How
RFID and inexpensive processors could incorporate for
share information and communicate each other in vast
array of robots and physical objects from inventory to
household items [110] described by term ‘Inter Of Things’
[32] which introduced in 2010.
Term “Industry 4.0” which introduced in Germany in
2011, predicts a fourth revolution, it will use network for:
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Fig.3. The architecture of Mobile Millennium shows that
data can be collected from many sources; it uses Big Data
and collective robot learning aspect for cloud robotics and
automation system.
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Machine learning facilitates large datasheet that
demonstrate in context of computer vision. Object and
scene recognition use large scale classes datasheet such as
ImageNet [50], PASCAL visual object datasheet [56], and
others [142], [151] by leveraging Trimble’s sketch up 3D
ware houses. Manually labelled training data need reduced
by Lai et al [101]. Augmented reality application with
processing in cloud created with the community photo
collection [57], Grammer et al, a object learning technique
[72] which is more robust can be provided with the help of
combination of internet images with local human operator
by querying hidagu pena et al. Multilayer neural network
which take advantage of big data [49] is used by deep
learning. It is also used for computer vision [97], [140]
and grasping [104].
There are some persistent challenges in Robotics, one of
them is grasping [40], [120], that determines optimal way
to grasp a newly encountered objects. Incremental
learning of grasp strategies is facilitated by cloud
resources in 3D CAD models online database by matching
sensor against it. Examples of sensor data include 2D
image feature [75], 3D feature [68] and 3D point clouds as
well as demonstrations [94].

Fig.4. Google’s object recognition system facilitates object
recognition in the Cloud and it combines enormous
datasheet of images and textual labels.
A free image recognition system that is Google Goggles
[9] incorporates into a cloud system for the usage of Robot
grasping [89] (See Fig. 4). For application such as object
recognition to grasping and manipulation [156], the data
related to objects and maps are stored by RoboEarth
project, and for evaluation of different aspects of grasping
algorithms [45], [46] the database is available online that
includes grasp stability, robust grasping [162] and scene
understanding [128].The e.g. of databases are The
Columbia Grasp Datasheet [67], the MIT KIT datasheet
[88], the Willow Garage Household Object Datasheet [40].
A cross platform formats for representing data has been
defined. Research challenge sensor data like images and
point clouds has few number of widely used formats,
trajectories relatively simple data has no common
standards[129],[147], [149]. Another challenge is working
with sparse representation which is used for efficient data
transmission. Example of sparse representation is sparse
motion planning for Robotic and Automation systems
[51], [105].
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Fig.5. Cloud based object recognition for Grasping.
Robots capture the image, and then send it to the Google
object recognition server. After processing the image and
return data for set of candidate objects with precomputed
grasping options, Robot compares CAD models and
detected point cloud to refine identification and then
perform pose estimation and selects an appropriate grasp.
After grasp, execution data on outcome is used to update
models in cloud for future reference.

Fig.6.Geometric shape uncertainty grasping using cloud.
On top, uncertainties in objects pose and shape.
The large number of datasheets which is collected from
different types of sources is ‘dirty’ with erroneous,
duplicated or corrupted data. The example is 3dimensional position data collected at time of calibration
[111]. The robust new approaches are required for dirty
data.

IV. CLOUD COMPUTING IN BRIEF
Amazon’s elastic compute cloud [1], [2],Google machine
cloud [8], Microsoft’s azure [12] are the commercial
sources which makes wide availability of parallel
computation on demand for the purpose of short term
computing task [105], [106]. The access is provided to the
thousands of remote processors by this system. First these
services mainly used by only application developers, but
now it used in scientific and technical high performance
computing application [20], [86], [114], [152]. Sensing,
models and control uncertainty which can be modeled as
perturbation in position, orientation, shape and control is
central issue in Robot and Automation system [62].The
parallel cloud computing can be used in medicine [157]
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and particle physics [141] by computing outcomes of cross
product of many possible perturbation in objects and
environment pose, shape and robot response for sensors
and commands [154]. The compute robust grasp in
presence of shape uncertainty is possible with the help of
cloud based sampling [90]-[92] (see Fig. 6). By using
Nominal polygonal outline with Gaussian uncertainty
around each vertex and center of mass act as an input and
it uses parallel sampling to compute a grasp quality matric
on lower bound on a probability of achieving force
closure.
Robot navigation by performing SLAM in the cloud and
next view planning for object recognition and many more
computationally intensive Robotics and Automation
systems application can be speed up using cloud
computing [134], [135]. The demonstration of cloud based
formation of ground robots is also possible [153].
Generation of graphs is done by optimal sampling based
motion planning methods such as RRT. The algorithm for
graph reduction is needed to facilitate data transfer.
The video and image analysis [123], [137] and mapping
[119], [136] are also facilitating by cloud. The architecture
for efficient planning, the motion of new robot
manipulators designed for the purpose of flexible
manufacturing floors in which robot and cloud are two
parts of computation is proposed by Beckris et al [33].
Some applications such as decluttering room, precomputing grasp strategies or offline optimization of
machine scheduling are not time sensitive, but many has
real time demand. It is important to acknowledge that
cloud is connected to varying network latency and quality
of the service [26], [27], [95], [109].

V. COLLECTIVE ROBOT LEARNING
Cloud collecting of data from many instances such as
physical trails and environments for sharing it for robot
learning. The example of sharing of data is the system
share conditions i.e. initial and desired conditions to
control policies associated with it and trajectories and
most importantly data on resulting performance and
outcomes.

planning and trajectory adjustment is called ‘lightning’
[35](See Fig. 7).
Global network also expects such systems for path
planning including traffic routing (See fig. 8). For
grasping purpose [37], the stability of grasping can be
learning from previous grasp on objects. The capabilities
of robots with limited computational resources can
improved with the help of collective robot learning. My
Robot project [13] which is introduced by Roboshop,
proposes ‘Social network’ for robots. The way human
benefits from sharing, collaborating and socializing, the
robot can be benefited same way by sharing sensor
information on giving insight on their perspective of
current state [21].

Fig.8. Cloud Think architecture, an open-standard for
self-reporting sensing device such as sensors mounted on
automobile developed by Wilhem et al. Cloud-enabled
sensor network data can be enabled for collaborative
sharing of data for traffic routing.
The datasheets such as RoboEarth and Robobrain are
updated with the information from connected robots. The
Robobrain project can be learning from internet by
available resource, simulation and real life robots trails
publically [16]. For the purpose of movement of pallets in
warehouse KIVA system [44], [96] uses hundreds of
mobile with the help of local network to coordinate
motion and tracking data.

VI. CROWDSOURCING AND CALL
CENTERS

Fig.7. Lightning path planning framework architecture.
The process of collective robot learning by collecting
trajectories from many different robots over many tasks
and it uses cloud computing for purpose of parallel
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Problems like image labeling for computer vision,
learning association between object labels and location
can be solved using human skill, experience and intuition
[40], [87], [98], [155]. The task which exceeds capabilities
of computer is performing human workers in Amazon’s
mechanical Turk pioneering ‘crowdsourcing’. Consider a
future scenario where the errors and exceptions reported
and detected to humans by Robot and Automation system,
instead of automated telephone reservation system.
Leepar et al. developed an interface to grasp execution for
operators using a set of different strategies. The result
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indicates, humans can select more robust and better grasp
strategies. The research exploring, how these things used
for the purpose of path planning to determine depth layers
[73], [82], image normal and symmetry for images [61]
and to refine image segmentation. Researchers are
working on understanding of pricing models and apply
crowd sourcing to grasping knowledge based solution for
industrial automation [146]. It has been long history of
network robotics in which robots remotely tele-operated by
humans on web [63] and expanded resources of cloud and
enables new research into remote human operations [103],
[144], [164] (See Fig 9).

Fig.9. Teleoperation for Tiered human assistance using
cloud-based resource.

VII. OPEN-SOURCE AND OPEN-ACCESS
The evolution of cloud robotics and automation is
supported by cloud by facilitating human access to: 1)
publications, simulation tools, benchmark and models. 2)
For design and system open competition and 3) open
source software.
The Robot Operating System (ROS) which help software
to create robot application by providing libraries and tools
[14], [18], [131]. ROS is example of open source software
[42], [124] which is widely accepted by community. The
ROS is ported to android devices [19], it has been
standard akin to Linux and widely used in robot research
industry, with ROS industrial project created to support
these users [17].The simulation libraries for robotics are
open source now which help students and researchers to
set up and adapt new system rapidly and sharing of
software becomes easy. There are many open simulation
libraries such as “Bullet” which is used in video games as
a physical simulator [4]. OpenRAVE [15] and Gazedo [7]
are open source simulation libraries. The simulation
environments specifically geared towards certain
application which are OOPSMP,a motion planning library
[127] and GraspIt. The nature of open source of these
libraries allows them to modify to suit application which
they are not originally design for.
The open source hardware, CAD models and technical
details of construction are freely available [47]. The
Arduino project [3] in which many different sensors and
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different actuators are available is widely used open source
microcontroller. The RAVEN [71] an open architecture
laparoscopic surgery robot is developed as research
platform and less expensive than commercial surgical
robots [23]. The 3D printing majorly impact on open
source hardware design and many other fields [60], [81],
[108]. Open challenge and design competition for diverse
and geographically distributed population innovators
facilitates by cloud.
A competition of robot system and software teams to
develop robots capable of assisting human in responding
to natural and man-made disaster is called as DARPA.
Robotics Challenge (DRC) is supported by NIST and
Southwest robotics institute [24]. The DRC simulator is
given to all contestants through open source cloud based
simulation platform for testing the performance of Atlas
humanoid robots on variety of disaster response task [5],
[7]. The task such as running interactive, real time
simulation task in parallel for purpose such as predicting
and evaluating performance, validating design decision
and training users are permitted by cloud [28].
Ultra affordable educational robot challenge organized by
American robotics network with support of IEEE Robotics
and Automation society in summer 2012. It activated
overly 28 designs including the modified surplus SONY
game controller uses vibration motor to drive wheels and
lollipops for inertial counterweight for contact sensing by
thumb switches. The SONY controller is grand prize
winner.

VIII. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
The connectivity inherent in cloud raises range of privacy
and security concerns [133], [139]. The data generated by
cloud connected robots and sensors is included in those
concerns, because they include data like images and video
from private homes and corporate trade secretes [130],
[161].The potential of Robots and systems attacked
remotely is introduced by cloud. Researchers at university
of Texas at Austin demonstrated that hack and remotely
control UAV drones is possible via inexpensive GPS
spoofing systems in evaluation study of Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and Federal Aviation
Administration [76]. These concerns raise the new
regulatory, accountability and legal issues related to the
safety, control and transparency. For ethics and policy
research “We Robot” conference organized annually
[160].
To cope up with time varying network latency, quality of
service is needed with new algorithms. Faster data
connection both wired and wireless reducing latency, but
algorithms must be designed in such way that degrade
gracefully when cloud resources are very slow, noisy and
unavailable. The best example of that is “anytime” load
balancing algorithms which is used for speech recognition
in smart phones. It sends the speech signal to cloud for
analysis and simultaneously process it internally and use
best results available after delay [35]. When cloud is used
for parallel-processing, it is invigorating that algorithms
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oversample take into account that some remote processors
may fail or experience long delays in returning value.
Algorithms are needed to filter unreliable input and
balance the cost of human intervention when human
intervention is used.
The framework is required for moving Robotics and
automation algorithm into cloud that facilitates this
transaction. The cloud provides three possible levels for
frameworks implementation. Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) is a lowest level, in which bare operating system
(OS) are provided on machines in cloud. The second level
is, Platform as a Service (PaaS) which provide more
structure, including application framework and database
access, when restricting the choice of programming
language and database models. Software as a Service
(SaaS) is the highest level, exemplified by difference
between Google Docs, a Cloud based word processor and
Microsoft word, which is downloaded and installed
locally.
Rapyuta which is a cloud computing platform included by
RoboEarth project [118], is a PaaS framework for
movement of computation off of robots to Cloud. The
PaaS aspect can be extended to use the SaaS paradigm,
which offers many advantages to robots and automation
system. A data to be sent to a server allows by an interface
with the help of SaaS that processes it and returns outputs,
which relives of the burden to maintain data and software
and allow companies to control proprietary software. This
approach is called Robotic and Automation as a Service.
Consider to Scenarios for a Graduate student setting up a
robot work cell. Work cell purpose is to pick up and insect
parts as they come down an assembly line, that requires
object recognition and localization, grasp planning and
motion planning. The work cell consists of a 7-DoF Fanuc
industrial arm with parallel-jaw gripper and a Microsoft
Kinetic RGBD sensor.
In Scenario 1 (with ROS), the software runs locally. The
well-known open source library of robotic software ROS
provides access to over 2000 open source ROS packages.
Currently only Ubuntu Linux operating system supports
ROS. Because of Ubuntu is popular, the graduate student’s
computers run OSX. Some softwares are only available as
a source distribution, which requires download and
installation of dependencies, but many ROS packages are
provided for the purpose of simplified installation. The
graduate student must set up a new machine with Ubuntu
and resolve all library dependencies.
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